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	 	 if(checkQoS(za,	sb,	pQoSZ,	QoS)	==	1)	 	 	













	 	 //check	to	see	if	any	server	added	to	SL	has	capacity	and	will	satisfy		 	
	 	 //QoS	
	 	 if(sld.load	+	zj.cost	≤	servCap	&&	sld.ZL[j]	==	1)	
	 	 	 zj.sat	<-	1	//indicate	zone	satisfied	by	SL	
	 	 	 sld.load	+=	zj.cost	




	 	 	 if(	rc.load	+	zj.cost	≤	servCap)&&	rc.ZL[j]	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 zj.sat	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 rc.load	+=	zj.cost	
	 	 	 	 SL	+=	rc	//add	server	to	SL	
	 	 	 	 R	-=	rc	//remove	server	from	future	consideration	
	 	 	 	 break	
	 	 	 c++	
	 	 if	zj.sat	==	0	//if	zone	is	not	able	to	be	satisfied	















































































	 	 	 for	a<-0	to	sizeof(zb´i.PL)	-	1	
	 	 	 	 //first	check	for	direct	satisfaction	
	 	 	 	 if	delay(zb´i.pla,	slb	)	≤	QoS			
	 	 	 	 	 numQoS++	
	 	 	 	 else	 	
	 	 	 	 	 //only	if	not	directly	satisfiable	by	target	
	 	 	 	 	 //server,	check	delay	from	separate	contact	
	 	 	 	 	 //server	to	target	server	
	 	 	 	 	 for	c<-0	to	sizeof(SL)	-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 	 if	(delay(zb´i.pla,	slc)	+	delay(slc,	slb)	≤	QoS)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 numQoS++	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 break	for	loop	c	 	 	 	
	 	 	 //if	pQoSZ	is	satisfied,	remove	the	zone	from	stage	2	zones	
	 	 	 //and	assign	the	zone	
	 	 	 if((numQoS	/	sizeof(zb´i.PL))	≥	pQoSZ)		
	 	 	 	 ZB	-=	zb´i	
	 	 	 	 slb.load	+=	zb´i.cost	













































	 	 	 for	a<-0	to	sizeof(zb´i.PL)	-	1	
	 	 	 	 if	delay(zb´i.pla,	slb	)	≤	QoS			
	 	 	 	 	 numQoS++	
	 	 	 	 else	
	 	 	 	 	 for	c<-0	to	sizeof(SL)	-	1	
Heuristic:	GBP	(cont.)	
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	 	 	 	 	 	 if	(delay(zb´i.pla,	slc)	+	delay(slc,	slb)	≤	QoS)		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 numQoS++	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 break	for	loop	c	
	 	 	 if((numQoS	/	sizeof(zb´i.PL))	≥	pQoSZ)		
	 	 	 	 ZB	-=	zb´i	
	 	 	 	 slb.load	+=	zb´i.cost	
	 	 	 	 exitFlag	<-	1	






	 	 	 numQoS	<-	0	
	 	 	 SL	+=	ISd	//add	the	server	temporarily	to	SL	
	 	 	 //perform	identical	steps	to	Stage	2	
	 	 	 for	b<-0	to	sizeof(SL)	–	1ZZ	
	 	 	 	 numQoS	<-	0	
	 	 	 	 if(slb.load	+	zb´i.cost	≤	servCap)	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 for	a<-0	to	sizeof(zb´i.PL)	-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 	 if	delay(zb´i.pla,	slb)		≤	QoS			
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 numQoS++	
	 	 	 	 	 	 else	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 for	c<-0	to	sizeof(SL)	-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 if	(delay(zb´i.pla,	slc)	+		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 delay(slc,	slb)	≤	QoS)		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 numQoS++	
	 	 	 	 	 if((numQoS	/	sizeof(zb´i.PL))	≥	pQoSZ)		
	 	 	 	 	 	 ZB	-=	zb´i	
	 	 	 	 	 	 slb.load	+=	zb´i.cost	
	 	 	 	 	 	 exitFlag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 	 break	for	loop	b	
	 	 	 //if	flag	is	set	then	the	added	server	should	be	kept	in	SL	
	 	 	 //permanently	and	the	zone	is	satified	
	 	 	 if(exitFlag	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 IS	-=	ISd	
	 	 	 	 break	for	loop	d	
	 	 	 //if	the	flag	was	not	set,	then	we	need	to	remove	the	
	 	 	 //temporary	addition	


























𝑟 = ∑ sizeof(𝑧𝑏-./0-12 . 𝑃𝐿).	












































































































	 	 	 server_flag	<-	1	
	 	 	 rb.load	+=	y0.cost	
	 	 	 SL	+=	rb	
	 	 	 R	-=	rb	
	 	 	 Y	-=	y0	












	 	 	 if(sl0.load	+	y´c.cost	≤	servCap	&&	sl0.ZL[ID(y´c)]	==1)	
	 	 	 	 sl0.load	+=	y´c.cost	






























































	 	 	 	sb.ZL[a]	<-	1	









































Offline	CAP-C	 No	 Yes	 Clients	 Server	capacities	
Online	CAP-C	 Yes	 Yes	 Clients	 Server	capacities	




Online	CAP-Z	 Yes	 Yes	 Zones	 Server	capacities,	zones,	client-zone	
mapping,	pQoSZ	
Offline	MCAP-Z	 No	 No	 Zones	 	Zones,	client-zone	
mapping,	pQoSZ	












































































































































































































































































Group	 pQoSZ	 Capacity	 HSF	 HSD	 Difference	
A	 0.9	 3000	 0.1	 25%	 -	
B	 0.9	 1500	 0.1	 25%	 Capacity	
C	 0.85	 3000	 0.1	 25%	 pQoSZ	





































20	 2	 625	 18	 208	
40	 4	 312	 36	 104	
60	 6	 240	 54	 69	







































Heuristic	 50	servers	 100	servers	 150	servers	 200	servers	
GBP	 1.48	ms	 0.15	ms	 0.13	ms	 0.12	ms	
GBP-Fill	 1.21	ms	 0.54	ms	 0.51	ms	 0.51	ms	
























































































































































































































































































20	 8	 312	 12	 208	
40	 16	 156	 24	 104	
60	 24	 104	 36	 69	






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 	 	 if(slc.load	+	zb.cost	≤	servCap)	
	 	 	 	 if(checkQoS(zb,	slc,	pQoSZ,	QoS)	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 	 tmpSrv	<-	zb.server	
	 	 	 	 	 removeZone(zb,	tmpSrv)	
	 	 	 	 	 tmpSrv.load	<-	tmpSrv.load	–	zb.cost		
	 	 	 	 	 addZone(zb,	slc)	
	 	 	 	 	 slc.load	<-	slc.load	+	zb.cost	
	 	 	 	 	 break	inner	loop	











































































	 	 OLzones	<-	getZones(sli)	//retrieve	zones	assigned	to	overloaded		 	
	 	 	 	 	 						//server	
	 	 highZone	<-	MaxCost(OLzones)	//retrieve	highest	cost	zone	





	 	 	 split	highZone	in	half	by	area,	forming	highZonea	and	highZoneb	
	 	 	 update	pl.zone	for	all	players	in	highZone	
	 	 	 remove	highZone	from	sli	
	 	 	 remove	highZone	from	Z	
	 	 	 add	highZonea,	highZoneb	to	Z	
	 	 	 sli.load	<-	sli.load	–	highZone.cost	
	 	 	 hzaflag	<-	0	
	 	 	 hzbflag	<-	0	
	 	 	 successFlag	<-	0	
	 	 	 //iterate	through	servers	and	find	one	that	satisfied	one	or	 	
	 	 	 //both	new	zones.	Assignments	are	subject	to	pQoSZ	and		 	
	 	 	 //capacity	constraints.	
	 	 	 //exit	loop	once	both	are	reassigned	
	 	 	 for	j<-0	to	sizeof(SL)	–	1	
	 	 	 	 //if	new	load	on	slb	will	be	less	than	server	capacity,		
	 	 	 	 //check	QoS	and	assign.	Cannot	increase	load	gap	since	 	
	 	 	 	 //either	another	overloaded	server	exists	and	this		 	
	 	 	 	 //assignment	will	not	cause	the	destination	server	to		 	
	 	 	 	 //become	overloaded,	or	sli	is	the	final	overloaded		 	
	 	 	 	 //server	and	the	reassignment	will	reduce	its	load,		 	
	 	 	 	 //decreasing	load	gap	 	 	
	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 if(hzaflag	==	0	&&	highZonea.cost	+	slj.load	<	servCap)	
	 	 	 	 	 if	(checkQoS(slj,	highZonea,	pQosZ,	QoS)	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 addZone(highZonea,	slj)		
	 	 	 	 	 	 hzaflag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 	 slj.load	<-	slj.load	+	highZonea.cost	
	 	 	 		
	 	 	 	 if(hzbflag	==	0	&&	highZoneb.cost	+	slj.load	<	servCap)	
	 	 	 	 	 if(checkQoS(slj,	highZoneb,	pQosZ,	QoS)	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 addZone(highZoneb,	slj)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 hzbflag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 	 slj.load	<-	slj.load	+	highZoneb.cost	 	
	 	 	 	 //stop	once	both	have	been	reassigned	
	 	 	 	 if(hzaflag	==	1	&&	hzbflag	==	1)		
	 	 	 	 	 successFlag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 break	inner	loop	
	 	 	 if(successFlag	==	0)	
	 	 	 //if	we	reach	here	we	have	not	been	able	to	add	one	or	both		
	 	 	 //subzones	to	another	server.	add	back	to	sli	
	 	 	 	 if(hzaflag	==	0)		
	 	 	 	 	 addZone(highZonea,	sli)	
	 	 	 	 	 sli.load	<-	sli.load	+	highZonea.cost	
	 	 	 	 if(hzbflag	==	0)		
RZS	(cont.)	
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	 	 	 	 	 addZone(highZoneb,	sli)	






























































	 	 	 tempSrv	<-	slb	
	 	 	 //if	we	find	a	server	that’s	different	than	the	highest	loaded		 	
	 	 	 //server	and	has	capacity,	continue	
	 	 	 if(tempSrv	!=	HS	&&	tempSrv.load	+	highZone.cost	≤	servCap)	
	 	 	 	 res	<-	lbcheck(highZone,	tempSrv,	HS,	QoS,	pQoSZ,		 	
	 	 	 HS.load,	secHigh.load,	LS.load,	secLow.load,	HIGH)	
	 	 	 	 //if	lbcheck	passes,	remove	zone	from	old	server	and		
	 	 	 	 //add	to	new	server	
	 	 	 	 if(res	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 	 removeZone(highZone,	HS)	
	 	 	 	 	 addZone(highZone,	tempSrv)	
	 	 	 	 	 HS.load	<-	HS.load	–	highZone.cost	
	 	 	 	 	 tempSrv.load	<-	tempSrv.load	+	highZone.cost	
	 	 	 	 	 HS,	LS,	secHigh,	secLow,	HSchange	<-		 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 updateLoad(SL,	HS)	
	 	 	 	 	 if(HSchange	==	1)	sort	HS.zones	in	descending		 	
	 	 	 	 order	by	cost	
	 	 	 	 	 maxLoad	<-	HS.load	
	 	 	 	 	 minLoad	<-	LS.load	
	 	 	 	 	 hiFlag	<-	TRUE	
ZAS	(cont.)	 	
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	 	 	 	 	 returnFlag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 	 HSchange	<-	0	





	 	 	 tempSrv	<-	slc	
	 	 	 tempZones	<-	getZones(tempSrv)	
	 	 	 //iterate	over	all	zones	on	the	potential	server	to	move	from	
	 	 	 for	d<-	0	to	sizeof(tempZones)	-	1	
	 	 	 	 moveZone	<-	tempZonesd	
	 	 	 	 if(LS.load	+	moveZone.cost	≤	servCap)	
	 	 	 	 	 res	<-	lbcheck(moveZone,	LS,	HS,	QoS,	pQoSZ,		 	
	 	 	 	 HS.load,	secHigh.load,	LS.load,	secLow.load,	LOW)		
	 	 	 	 	 //if	lbcheck	pass,	remove	zone	from	old	server		
	 	 	 	 	 //and	add	to	low	server	
	 	 	 	 	 if(res	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 removeZone(moveZone,	tempSrv)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 addZone(moveZone,	LS)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 tempSrv.load	<-	tempSrv.load	–		 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 moveZone.cost	
	 	 	 	 	 	 LS.load	<-	LS.load	+	moveZone.cost	
	 	 	 	 	 	 HS,	LS,	secHigh,	secLow,	HSchange	<-		 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 updateLoad(SL,	HS)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 //LS	could	have	become	new	high	while	
	 	 	 	 	 	 //reducing	load	gap	
	 	 	 	 	 	 if(HSchange	==	1)	sort	HS.zones	in			 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 descending	order	by	cost	
	 	 	 	 	 	 maxLoad	<-	HS.load	
	 	 	 	 	 	 minLoad	<-	LS.load	
	 	 	 	 	 	 loFlag	<-	TRUE	
	 	 	 	 	 	 returnFlag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 HSchange	<-	0	

















































































	 	 	 if(checkQoS(splitZonea,	sli,	pQoSZ,	QoS)	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 addzone(splitZonea,	sli)	
	 	 	 	 sli.load	<-	sli.load	+	splitZonea.cost	
	 	 	 	 successFlag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 break	loop	
	 	 //if	we	arrive	here	we	could	not	find	a	place	for	the	zone,	so	simply		 	
	 	 //add	it	anywhere	to	be	handled	by	future	iterations	
	 	 if(successFlag	==	0)	add	splitZonea	without	satisfaction	to	any	server		 	




	 	 	 addZone(splitZonea,	highSrv)	
	 	 	 highSrv.load	<-	highSrv.load	+	splitZonea.cost	




	 	 	 if(checkQoS(splitZoneb,	slj,	pQoSZ,	QoS)	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 addzone(splitZoneb,	slj)	
	 	 	 	 slj.load	<-	slj.load	+	splitZoneb.cost	
	 	 	 	 successFlag	<-	1	
	 	 	 	 break	loop	
	 	 if(successFlag	==	0)	add	splitZoneb	without	satisfaction	to	any	server	































































































































	 	 	 tmpSecHigh	<-	tmpHigh	
	 	 	 tmpHigh	<-	sli		
	 	 else	
















	 	 	 tmpSecLow	<-	tmpLow	
	 	 	 tmpLow	<-	sli	
	 	 else	


























































































































































































































































































































	 	 	 HeuristicGraphPartition	(si,	sk,	safe_thr)	 	
	 	 	 if	si.load	<	safe_thr	
	 	 	 	 flag	<-	1	








































































   Yi	+=	zk	
















































































	 	 	 for	all	zones	zj	hosted	by	sg	
	 	 	 	 if	zk	adjacent	to	zj	&&	Hf.zk	unmarked	
	 	 	 	 	 Yf	+=	zk	
	 	 	 	 	 break	inner	loop	
res	<-	0	
for	all	zones	zx	in	Yf	
	 	 	 if	(sg	satisfies	pQoSZ	for	zx	&&	zx.cost	+	sg.load	≤	safe_thr	&&		 	
	 	 boundary	(sg.zones	∪	zx)	≤	boundary	(sf.zones	-	zx))	
	 	 	 	 Transferfg	<-	zx	
	 	 	 	 res	<-	BFSagg	(Hf,	zx,	sf,	sg,	Transferfg,	pQoSZ,	safe_thr)	















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 	 destSrv	<-	sli.checksa.server	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 for	all	zones	zm	on	sli	
	 	 	 if(checkQoS(zm,	destSrv,	pQoSZ,	QoS)	==	1)	
	 	 	 	 sli.requests	+=	(zm,	destSrv)	























	 	 if(	|sli.load	–	tmpSrv.load|	>	LBF	&&	sli.hasZone(tmpZone)	==	1)	 	
	 	 	 sli.removeZone(tmpZone)	
	 	 	 sli.load	-=	tmpZone.cost	
	 	 	 tmpSrv.addZone(tmpZone)	










































































































































































































	 	 	 loadSendAmt[sli.ID][nbrx.ID]	<-	(sli.load	–		 	 	 	 	















	 	 	 //check	pQoSZ	satisfaction	and	that	the	load	change	from	moving	
	 	 	 //the	zone	does	not	exceed	the	load	to	be	sent	
	 	 	 if	checkQoS(z,	nbrx,	pQoSZ,	QoS)	==	1	and	tmpLoad	–	z.Cost	≥	0		
	 	 	 //create	an	element	consisting	of	zone	to	send	and	to		
	 	 	 //whom	to	send	
	 	 	 	 sli.zonesToSend.add(z,	nbrx)	
	 	 	 	 tmpLoad	-=	z.cost	//adjust	load	left	to	be	sent	
	 	 	 	 tmpZoneToSend.remove(z)	//prevent	zone	from			 	
	 	 	 	 //being	sent	elsewhere	
	 else	break	
	
//Finally,	perform	all	transfers	
for	all	elements	e	in	sli.zonesToSend	
	 tn	<-	e.n	
	 tz	<-	e.z	
	 tn.add(tz)	//implicit	load	adjustment	
	 sli.remove(tz)	//implicit	load	adjustment	
	
Now	that	we	have	described	our	approach,	Deng	and	Lau’s	adapted	approach,	and	our	
simulator,	we	next	review	the	results	of	our	simulations.	
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4.3.2	Distributed	Load	Balancing	Simulation	Results	
4.3.2.1	Parameter	Group	A	–	128	Zones,	25%	System	Load	
	
Figure	4.1.	Simulation	results	for	10	servers	in	Parameter	Group	A.	
We	begin	with	the	10	server	case	of	Parameter	Group	A.	We	note	that	each	of	
pairwise	load	gap	resolution,	fraction	brought	into	local	balance,	overall	load	balance	
fraction,	and	average	load	gap	at	simulation	end	increase	as	LBF	increases.	The	pairwise	
load	gap	reduction	fraction	is	0	for	the	30	and	35	LBF	cases,	but	the	overall	local	balance	
fraction	data	reveals	the	cause	–	each	breakpoint	remained	in	balance	throughout	the	
course	of	the	simulation,	and	no	pairwise	operations	were	required.	(Note	that	DengLauLB	
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also	achieved	this	in	the	35	LBF	case.)	In	the	cases	where	balancing	operations	at	
breakpoints	were	needed,	PLGR	both	brought	more	servers	into	local	balance	and	achieved	
a	higher	fraction	of	locally	balanced	servers	overall	than	DengLauLB.	Both	PLGR	and	
DengLauLB	have	an	average	load	gap	below	LBF	at	the	end	of	the	simulation	for	all	choices	
of	LBF,	and	PLGR’s	produced	load	gap	was	always	smaller	than	DengLauLB’s.	
	
	
	
Figure	4.2.	Simulation	results	for	20	servers	in	Parameter	Group	A.	
Continuing	to	the	20	server	case	of	Parameter	Group	A,	we	see	that	overall	the	load	
gap	resolution,	fraction	brought	into	local	balance,	and	overall	local	balance	fraction	
generally	decrease	compared	to	the	10	server	case,	while	average	load	gap	at	simulation	
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end	increases.	Although	both	PLGR	and	DengLauLB	suffer	decreases	in	performance	across	
the	board,	PLGR	attains	a	higher	overall	load	balance	fraction	than	DengLauLB	in	all	cases,	
and	is	at	or	above	a	0.8	fraction	in	each	of	the	25,	30,	and	35	LBF	cases.	PLGR	also	ends	with	
load	gap	within	LBF	at	simulation	end	in	each	of	the	25,	30,	and	35	LBF	cases,	while	
DengLauLB	does	not	end	within	LBF	in	any	case.	DengLauLB	does,	however,	bring	a	larger	
fraction	of	servers	into	local	balance	than	PLGR	in	the	25	and	35	LBF	cases,	however	as	
previously	mentioned,	PLGR	still	attains	a	higher	overall	local	balance	fraction	in	those	
cases.		
	
	
Figure	4.3.	Simulation	results	for	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	A.	
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Increasing	the	number	of	servers	to	30	in	Parameter	Group	A	again	has	a	noticeable	
effect	on	the	performance	of	both	heuristics.	We	see	a	very	small	fraction	of	servers	able	to	
be	brought	into	local	balance.	PLGR	does	bring	a	larger	fraction	into	local	balance	than	
DengLauLB	in	all	cases	but	35	LBF,	and	still	has	a	respectable	overall	local	balance	fraction	
in	the	30	and	35	LBF	cases.	Average	load	gap	at	simulation	end	is	high,	yet	PLGR	is	still	able	
to	come	within	LBF	in	the	30	and	35	LBF	cases.	As	with	centralized	load	balancing,	this	is	a	
challenging	parameter	set	to	satisfy,	and	PLGR	performs	better	than	DengLauLB	in	nearly	
all	facets.	
	
	
Figure	4.4.	Simulation	results	for	40	servers	in	Parameter	Group	A.	
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Rounding	out	Parameter	Group	A	is	the	40	server	case.	As	we	might	expect	from	the	
simulation	results	in	centralized	load	balancing,	40	servers	is	a	challenging	parameter	
choice	for	all	parameter	groups	and	that	holds	true	for	distributed	load	balancing	as	well.	
Very	few	servers	are	able	to	be	brought	into	local	balance,	and	the	overall	local	balance	
fraction	is	under	0.5	in	all	cases	apart	from	PLGR’s	output	in	the	35	LBF	case.	No	heuristic	
ends	with	average	load	gap	within	LBF	in	any	case,	though	PLGR	ends	with	a	lower	gap	
than	DengLauLB,	and	its	overall	local	balance	fraction	is	higher	than	DengLauLB	in	all	
cases.	
Overall	in	Parameter	Group	A	we	see	many	of	the	same	trends	we	noted	in	
centralized	load	balancing,	such	as	a	general	increase	in	performance	as	LBF	increases	
within	each	parameter	group	and	a	general	decrease	in	performance	as	number	of	servers	
increases.	Although	there	are	a	few	cases	in	which	DengLauLB	performed	better	than	
PLGR,	overall	PLGR	outperformed	DengLauLB	in	each	metric.	Additionally,	while	pairwise	
load	gap	resolution	is	very	good	in	the	10	server	case,	as	with	the	other	metrics,	it	
decreases	sharply	as	the	number	of	servers	increases.	Observe	that	as	this	number	of	
servers	increases,	the	average	number	of	zones	per	server	decreases.	This	decreases	the	
number	of	choices	a	server	has	for	shedding	its	own	load,	and	the	restrictions	of	pQoSZ	
further	limit	which	zones	it	can	send	to	its	pairwise	load	gap	neighbor.	This	makes	
resolution	of	that	load	gap	within	LBF	more	difficult	for	a	larger	number	of	servers.	
4.3.2.2	Parameter	Group	B	–	128	Zones,	50%	System	Load	
Parameter	Group	B	increases	the	average	system	load	to	50%.	Although	
performance	reduces	across	the	board	when	compared	to	the	Parameter	Group	A	
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Figure	4.5.	Simulation	results	for	10	servers	in	Parameter	Group	B.	
counterpart,	PLGR	still	performs	well	in	the	10	server	case	as	before,	particularly	in	the	
20/25/30/35	LBF	cases.	Additionally,	PLGR	performs	better	than	DengLauLB	across	the	
board,	apart	from	its	average	load	gap	at	simulation	end	in	the	15	LBF	case.	PLGR’s	load	
gap	is	within	LBF	in	the	20/25/30/35	cases,	as	is	DengLauLB’s	in	three	of	those	four	cases.		
The	20	server	case	of	Parameter	Group	B	displays	a	sharp	decline	in	heuristic	
performance	from	the	10	server	case,	even	more	so	than	the	transition	between	the	
Parameter	Group	A	counterparts.	In	particular,	the	fraction	of	servers	brought	into	local	
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Figure	4.6.	Simulation	results	for	20	servers	in	Parameter	Group	B.	
balance	is	much	lower.	However,	the	overall	local	balance	fraction	is	still	good	for	PLGR.	
Additionally,	it	is	able	to	keep	the	global	load	gap	within	LBF	in	the	35	LBF	case	and	nearly	
does	so	in	the	30	LBF	case.	DengLauLB	performs	very	poorly	here,	and	its	load	gap	at	end	is	
double	(or	more)	that	of	PLGR	in	all	cases.	The	increased	average	zone	size	resulting	from	
the	increase	in	average	system	load	can	cause	zones	to	be	more	difficult	to	satisfy,	and	
additionally,	with	zones	being	larger,	the	fine	tuning	of	load	on	which	DengLauLB	depends	
can	become	difficult	to	achieve.	This	will	be	even	more	apparent	as	we	further	increase	
numbers	of	servers	and	average	system	load.	
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Figure	4.7.	Simulation	results	for	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	B.	
We	increase	the	number	of	servers	to	30	in	Parameter	Group	B	and	again	observe	
some	of	the	same	trends	we	have	seen	previously	in	Parameter	Group	A	as	well	as	
centralized	load	balancing.	PLGR’s	performance	dips	further.	DengLauLB	struggles	in	all	
metrics,	and	its	average	load	gap	at	end	is	very	poor,	ending	with	presumably	several	
overloaded	servers	in	the	30	and	35	LBF	cases,	as	the	average	load	gap	is	greater	than	
100%.	(Note	the	change	in	scale	on	the	y	axis	of	the	graph.)	Although	PLGR	also	fails	to	end	
with	load	gap	within	LBF,	its	load	gap	is	less	than	half	that	of	DengLauLB	in	all	cases.	In	this	
challenging	parameter	set,	PLGR	clearly	outperforms	DengLauLB.	
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Figure	4.8.	Simulation	results	for	40	servers	in	Parameter	Group	B.	
The	40	server	case	shows	no	redeeming	performance	from	either	heuristic	and	
continues	to	be	difficult.	DengLauLB	brings	more	servers	into	local	balance	that	were	
originally	unbalanced,	but	PLGR	ends	with	more	servers	in	local	balance	overall.	Neither	
gets	near	to	LBF	in	load	gap	at	the	end,	and	DengLauLB	again	ends	in	overload,	with	a	gap	
of	nearly	twice	the	size	of	PLGR.	(Again,	note	the	increased	scale	of	the	y	axis.)	For	servers	
of	this	number	or	greater,	a	more	tailored	heuristic	may	be	necessitated.	
Overall	in	Parameter	Group	B	we	noted	the	continuation	of	previously	observed	
trends	in	performance	subject	to	value	of	LBF	and	numbers	of	servers,	as	well	as	the	
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average	system	load	trends	seen	in	centralized	load	balancing.	The	performance	difference	
between	PLGR	and	DengLauLB	was	more	apparent	in	Group	B,	particularly	in	the	average	
load	gap	at	the	end	of	simulation	metric,	where	DengLauLB	ended	in	overload	for	two	
choices	of	number	of	servers.	PLGR,	while	also	unable	to	end	with	LBF	in	these	cases,	was	
still	about	half	of	DengLauLB’s	load	gap	in	those	same	cases.	
4.3.2.3	Parameter	Group	C	–	128	Zones,	75%	System	Load	
	
	
	
Figure	4.9.	Simulation	results	for	10	servers	in	Parameter	Group	C.	
In	the	last	of	the	128	zone	cases,	Parameter	Group	C	sees	the	average	system	load	
increase	to	75%.	The	10	server	case	results	are	close	to	their	Group	B	counterparts,	and	
PLGR	performs	better	than	DengLauLB	in	nearly	every	metric,	save	for	the	15	LBF	case	of	
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average	load	gap	at	simulation	end.	PLGR	is	able	to	keep	load	gap	within	LBF	at	simulation	
end	for	four	of	the	five	choices	of	LBF,	while	DengLauLB	does	not	for	any	LBF	choice.	
The	20	and	30	server	choices	in	Paramater	Group	C	further	cement	the	trends	and	
observations	seen	in	their	Parameter	Group	A	and	Parameter	Group	B	counterparts.	For	20	
servers,	PLGR	is	able	to	keep	load	gap	at	or	near	LBF,	while	DengLauLB’s	produced	load	
gap	is	twice	or	more	that	of	PLGR.	PLGR’s	overall	local	balance	fraction	is	respectable	in	
this	group.	However	for	30	servers,	things	are	poor	across	the	board	for	both	heuristics,	
though	again	PLGR	outperforms	DengLauLB.	
	
Figure	4.10.	a)	Simulation	results	for	20	and	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	C.	
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b)	Simulation	results	for	20	and	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	C.	
Parameter	Group	C	solidified	the	observations	seen	in	other	groups	and	centralized	load	
balancing.	Among	all	parameter	groups,	it	is	apparent	that	for	128	zones,	PLGR	is	better	
able	to	cope	with	the	parameter	choices,	and	although	it	does	not	perform	great	under	
strenuous	parameter	choices,	it	performs	better	than	DengLauLB.	
We	next	increase	the	number	of	zones	to	256,	which	we	previously	observed	to	
generally	increase	heuristic	performance	in	centralized	load	balancing	compared	to	its	128	
zone	counterparts.	We	will	investigate	whether	that	trend	holds	true	in	distributed	load	
balancing	also	and	see	how	each	heuristic	responds.	
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4.3.2.4	Parameter	Group	D	–	256	Zones,	25%	System	Load	
	
	
	
Figure	4.11.	Simulation	results	for	10	servers	in	Parameter	Group	D.	
The	10	server	case	shows	the	heuristic	performance	improvement	in	both	heuristics	
that	we	expect	based	on	the	centralized	load	balancing	results.	As	with	the	10	server	case	
of	Parameter	Group	A,	we	see	in	the	30	and	35	LBF	cases,	and	additionally,	the	25	LBF	case,	
that	all	breakpoints	are	balanced	for	the	duration	of	the	simulation.	(This	explains	the	lack	
of	data	for	pairwise	load	gap	resolution	for	those	LBF	choices.)	Both	heuristics	keep	load	
gap	within	LBF	at	simulation	end	in	all	LBF	choices.	Overall,	performance	is	very	good	for	
both	heuristics	for	all	parameter	choices	in	this	case.		
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Figure	4.12.	Simulation	results	for	20	servers	in	Parameter	Group	D.	
When	we	increase	servers	to	20	in	Parameter	Group	D,	we	see	a	performance	
decrease	that	is	consistent	with	previous	trends,	though	the	results	are	still	good.	Both	
PLGR	and	DengLauLB	perform	well	for	the	most	part	in	terms	of	overall	local	balance	
fraction.	For	LBF	choices	of	20	and	higher,	PLGR	maintains	load	gap	within	LBF	at	
simulation	end,	while	DengLauLB	does	so	for	choices	of	25	and	higher.	Other	statistic	
trends	are	in	accordance	with	their	prior	group	counterparts.	
With	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	D,	we	note	the	first	parameter	set	in	which	
DengLauLB	has	a	string	of	successes	–	for	each	of	25,	30,	and	35	LBF,	it	brings	a	larger	
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Figure	4.13.	Simulation	results	for	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	D.	
fraction	of	servers	into	local	balance	than	PLGR.	However,	when	compared	with	the	overall	
local	balance	fraction	produced	by	each	heuristic,	PLGR	ends	with	a	greater	fraction	of	
servers	in	local	balance,	doing	a	better	job	of	maintaining	local	balance	over	time	across	
breakpoints.	PLGR	is	the	only	heuristic	to	keep	average	load	gap	at	end	within	LBF,	
specifically	in	the	25	and	35	LBF	cases.	
Lastly,	the	40	server	case	shows	reduced	performance	as	in	the	previous	parameter	
groups.	PLGR	is	able	to	maintain	overall	local	balance	in	cases	of	25	LBF	or	greater,	and	
average	load	gap	at	simulation	end	lies	within	LBF	in	the	35	LBF	case,	but	as	we	have	seen	
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Figure	4.14.	Simulation	results	for	40	servers	in	Parameter	Group	D.	
previously,	this	is	simply	a	very	demanding	parameter	choice	and	often	smaller	LBF	
choices	are	difficult	to	satisfy.	
Overall	in	Parameter	Group	D,	PLGR	and	DengLauLB	saw	increased	performance	
metrics	as	a	result	of	the	increase	in	number	of	zones,	which	is	in	accordance	with	our	
expectations	from	centralized	load	balancing	results.	Though	there	were	a	few	parameter	
choices	under	which	DengLauLB	saw	better	performance	metrics	than	PLGR,	overall	PLGR	
clearly	outperformed	DengLauLB	in	most	or	all	performance	metrics.	The	40	server	case	
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remains	a	difficult	case	as	it	has	for	each	parameter	group	in	both	distributed	and	
centralized	load	balancing.	
4.3.2.5	Parameter	Group	E	–	256	Zones,	50%	System	Load	
	
	
	
Figure	4.15.	Simulation	results	for	10	servers	in	Parameter	Group	E.	
In	Parameter	Group	E	in	the	case	of	10	servers,	performance	is	good	for	both	
heuristics.	Although	in	the	15,	20,	and	30	LBF	cases	DengLauLB	brings	a	greater	fraction	of	
servers	into	local	balance,	PLGR	maintains	a	larger	overall	local	balance	fraction	in	all	but	
the	15	LBF	case.	As	we	have	seen	in	previous	parameter	groups,	these	two	statistics	do	not	
necessarily	imply	anything	about	the	other	–	it	would	appear	that	PLGR	is	better	at	
maintaining	balance	over	time,	so	it	has	fewer	servers	that	are	not	in	local	balance	at	the	
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start	of	breakpoints.	The	set	on	which	it	operates	is	a	smaller	and	more	difficult	set	of	
servers	on	which	to	perform	these	balancing	operations,	and	so	although	it	brings	a	smaller	
fraction	of	servers	into	balance	than	DengLauLB,	overall	its	local	balance	fraction	is	better	
consistently.	Here,	its	average	load	gap	at	end	is	very	close	to	DengLauLB’s,	and	smaller	in	
all	but	the	10	LBF	choice.	Each	heuristic	keeps	the	load	gap	below	LBF	in	all	but	the	10	LBF	
choice.		
	
	
Figure	4.16.	Simulation	results	for	20	servers	in	Parameter	Group	E.	
When	we	increase	servers	to	20	in	Parameter	Group	E,	a	large	disparity	between	the	
results	of	PLGR	and	DengLauLB	appears.	The	overall	local	balance	fraction	reduces	
drastically	for	DengLauLB,	and	its	fraction	brought	into	local	balance	drops	significantly.	
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While	PLGR	also	suffers	a	performance	dip	consistent	with	previous	increases	of	number	of	
servers,	it	is	not	as	severe	as	the	drop	shown	by	DengLauLB.	Also,	where	each	heuristic	was	
able	to	keep	average	load	gap	mostly	within	LBF	in	the	10	server	case,	DengLauLB	fails	to	
do	so	in	any	LBF	choice	here.	PLGR	does	so	for	values	of	LBF	20	and	above.	We	saw	this	
same	performance	drop	from	the	10	server	case	to	the	20	server	case	of	Parameter	Group	
B,	though	with	more	zones,	the	overall	performance	here	is	still	better,	as	we’d	expect	from	
prior	observations.		
	
Figure	4.17.	Simulation	results	for	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	E.	
The	30	and	40	server	choices	in	Parameter	Group	E	see	the	continued	decrease	in	
performance	of	these	metrics.	PLGR	is	able	to	bring	average	load	gap	to	within	LBF	in	the	
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Figure	4.18.	Simulation	results	for	40	servers	in	Parameter	Group	E.	
30	server,	30/35	LBF	cases,	but	DengLauLB’s	average	load	gap	grows	well	beyond	LBF	in	
both	the	30	and	40	server	cases	for	all	choices	of	LBF.	Other	performance	is	poor	across	the	
board,	as	has	been	the	case	prior,	but	PLGR	is	able	to	outperform	DengLauLB	in	each	of	
these	tough	cases.	
Parameter	Group	E	saw	the	same	performance	decline	as	Parameter	Group	B,	
although	performance	was	better	across	the	board	for	both	heuristics	than	each	set’s	Group	
B	counterpart.	DengLauLB	saw	a	few	successes	against	PLGR,	but	overall	PLGR	was	able	to	
achieve	greater	success	where	DengLauLB	could	not.	Additionally,	PLGR	was	far	closer	to	
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getting	average	load	gap	to	within	LBF.	DengLauLB	simply	cannot	get	anywhere	close	as	
numbers	of	servers	increase,	especially	with	higher	average	system	load.	
4.3.2.6	Parameter	Group	F	–	256	Zones,	75%	System	Load	
	
	
	
Figure	4.19.	Simulation	results	for	10	servers	in	Parameter	Group	F.	
In	the	final	parameter	group,	average	system	load	increases	to	75%.	Overall	
performance	is	good	for	both	heuristics	in	the	10	server	case	as	with	all	parameter	groups.	
There	are	no	new	trends	to	report	here.	
The	remaining	choices	of	servers	display	trends	consistent	with	previous	parameter	
groups.	Note	the	change	of	scale	in	the	average	load	gap	graph	–	DengLauLB’s	average	load	
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Figure	4.20.	Simulation	results	for	20	servers	in	Parameter	Group	F.	
	
Figure	4.21.	a)	Simulation	results	for	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	F.	
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b)	Simulation	results	for	30	servers	in	Parameter	Group	F.	
	
	
	
Figure	4.22.	Simulation	results	for	40	servers	in	Parameter	Group	F.	
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gap	again	approaches	or	goes	into	overload	as	seen	previously.	Increasing	the	number	of	
servers	shows	the	same	decrease	in	performance	noted	in	prior	groups,	and	PLGR	still	
performs	better	overall.	
Across	all	parameter	groups	we	found	that	heuristic	performance	followed	trends	
similar	to	or	the	same	as	the	trends	we	observed	in	centralized	load	balancing.	As	number	
of	servers	increased,	the	restrictions	imparted	by	pQoSZ	were	amplified,	particularly	in	the	
128	zone	case.	Increasing	zones	to	256	lessened	this	strain,	since	the	average	zone	size	
decreased	as	a	result,	and	thus	resolving	load	gaps	became	easier.	However,	when	servers	
increased	to	30	or	beyond,	especially	for	mid	to	high	system	loads,	these	operations	still	
failed	to	consistently	resolve	load	gap	disparities	for	smaller	values	of	LBF.	These	cases	
require	a	larger	LBF	value	is	to	go	along	with	the	larger,	tougher-to-satisfy	zones	naturally	
produced	from	the	other	parameter	choices,	allowing	for	a	large	enough	buffer	to	move	
them	around.	Tighter	LBFs	simply	cannot	accommodate	these	zones,	and	that	is	apparent	
from	the	results	we	have	shown.	
Although	the	diffusion	method	utilized	by	DengLauLB	is	a	tried-and-true	method	of	
load	balancing,	its	dependence	on	infinitely	or	highly	divisible	load	causes	it	to	perform	
worse	as	the	loads	it	must	manipulate	become	larger	in	size	and	with	fewer	servers	on	
which	to	place	them	satisfactorily.	Although	neither	of	these	heuristics	deals	with	directly	
bringing	a	server	into	local	balance,	PLGR	does	better	overall.	Additionally,	PLGR’s	
performance	is	almost	always	better	in	the	load	gap	metric.		
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4.3.2.7	Confidence	Intervals	
	
 
 
Figure	4.23.	95%	confidence	interval	for	20	server,	128	zone,	25	LBF	case.	
Figure	4.23	shows	example	data	to	display	the	statistical	margin	of	error	for	the	
data	we	report	in	our	distributed	load	balancing	simulations.	The	graphs	display	the	95%	
confidence	interval	for	the	20	server,	128	zone,	25	LBF	case.	We	show	the	margin	of	error	
for	each	of	our	measures	for	distributed	load	balancing	–	pairwise	load	gap	reduction,	
fraction	of	breakpoints	brought	into	balance,	overall	load	balance	fraction,	and	average	
load	gap	at	simulation	end.	(Please	note	that	the	scale	on	the	y	axis	is	different	for	each	of	
these	graphs	for	viewing	purposes.)	As	opposed	to	the	margin	of	error	graphs	shown	for	
our	centralized	load	balancing	simulations,	the	data	for	distributed	load	balancing	shows	
no	strong	trends	in	margin	of	error.	In	the	graphs	other	than	average	load	gap	at	simulation	
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end,	the	margin	of	error	starts	to	decrease	as	average	system	load	decreases,	however	in	
each	of	those	graphs	the	margin	of	error	instead	increases	again	once	average	system	load	
is	75.	The	average	load	gap	at	simulation	end	graph	displays	no	trend	in	margin	of	error.	
This	metric	can	vary	greatly	due	in	part	to	the	nature	of	our	snapshots	of	data	collection	as	
well	as	the	nature	of	periodic	load	balancing,	where	load	can	change	drastically	between	
breakpoints.	The	combination	of	these	factors	makes	it	possible	that	the	load	gap	could	
increase	significantly	just	before	the	final	breakpoint	before	the	end	of	the	snapshot,	giving	
the	heuristic	just	a	single	breakpoint	to	attempt	to	bring	load	back	into	balance.	Although	
we	did	observe	some	trends	in	the	average	load	gap	results	themselves	relative	to	the	input	
parameters,	the	margin	of	error	for	those	results	does	not	appear	to	show	any	similar	
trends.	
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5.	Future	Work	
Our	findings	in	our	heuristics	for	Offline	CAP-Z	as	well	as	centralized	and	distributed	
load	balancing	merit	further	investigation	into	other	related	problems	or	alternative	
approaches.	In	load	balancing,	we	can	further	augment	our	centralized	load	balancing	
solution	for	application	in	a	production	environment	where	average	system	load	is	unfixed.	
We	would	remain	committed	to	load	balance	within	LBF,	but	introduce	a	maximum	or	
minimum	value	for	current	average	system	load	that	warrants	activating	new	servers	or	
deactivating	current	resources	to	which	to	spread	load.	This	allows	average	system	load	to	
grow	or	shrink	and	keeps	the	system	in	balance	all	the	while,	but	also	makes	
accommodations	for	the	system	taking	on	more	load	than	it	can	handle	or	less	load	than	it	
should	with	the	current	number	of	servers.	For	example,	define	max	average	system	load	to	
be	80%	and	min	average	system	load	to	be	20%.	As	long	as	the	average	server	load	is	
between	the	max	and	min	system	load	values,	then	we	need	no	additional	action	apart	from	
normal	load	balancing	operations	as	in	the	simple	static	value	method.	However,	if	average	
system	load	were	to	exceed	80%,	we	would	activate	a	new	server	to	decrease	average	
system	load,	and	we	would	also	use	it	as	a	new	target	for	load	balancing	operations.	
Likewise,	if	the	average	system	load	were	to	fall	below	20%,	we	would	deactivate	an	active	
server	(preferably	lightly	loaded	or	with	zero	load)	to	increase	average	system	load	and	
server	utilization.	Nae	et	al.	[36]	considered	a	problem	similar	to	this	and	would	be	a	good	
candidate	for	heuristic	performance	comparison.	
In	distributed	load	balancing,	the	performance	of	our	heuristics	when	number	of	
servers	is	high	warrants	further	research	into	augmenting	our	heuristic	for	these	scenarios.	
It	is	possible	that	more	exhaustive	or	nuanced	operations	could	find	balance	in	these	
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difficult	parameter	sets.	Although	we	attempt	to	refrain	from	computationally	expensive	
solutions,	additional	computation	that	results	in	a	successful	solution	is	preferable	to	a	
solution	resulting	in	an	excessive	number	of	unsatisfied	players,	so	additional	research	in	
this	area	is	warranted.	
We	would	like	to	adapt	our	learnings	and	methods	for	Offline	CAP-Z	into	other	
variants	of	the	CAP.	Although	we	outlined	a	few	of	the	variants,	we	anticipate	that	as	new	
infrastructures	and	methods	of	gaming	online	develop,	so	will	CAP	variants.	Online	CAP-Z	
and	both	Offline	and	Online	CAP-C	are	existing	candidates	for	which	we	could	adapt	the	
work	here	to	approximate	solutions.	We	also	would	be	interested	in	augmenting	our	
simulator	with	“inaccurate”	input	data	as	Ta	et	al.	[44]	do,	which	could	improve	its	
applicability	for	adaptation	into	a	production	online	game.	
Finally,	the	proposal	by	Morillo	et	al.	[34]	that	server	response	time	increases	non-
linearly	as	players	join,	i.e.,	one	overloaded	server	or	several	highly	loaded	servers	can	
cause	performance	degradation,	is	an	interesting	one.	We	propose	to	augment	our	
approaches	in	each	of	the	problems	we	investigated	to	accommodate	for	this	and	see	how	
they	respond.	Additionally,	we	would	like	to	implement	each	of	our	heuristics	in	a	real	
online	game,	or	a	production	server	environment,	to	see	how	they	respond	and	perform.		
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6.	Conclusion	
	
In	the	particular	problem	of	Offline	CAP-Z,	we	have	shown	that,	in	practice,	solutions	
should	consider	server	capacities	and	that	the	runtime	of	solutions	to	an	uncapacitated	
version	of	the	problem	does	not	scale	well	in	the	capacitated	version.	We	have	developed	
three	heuristics	to	improve	upon	the	results	of	Ta	et	al.’s	heuristics.	While	there	is	not	one	
clear	“best”	heuristic,	each	performs	well	under	specific	criteria,	and	each	could	suit	an	
application	based	on	the	pre-specified	known	criteria	for	best	performance.		
The	other	problem	of	load	balancing,	for	which	we	investigated	centralized	and	
distributed	solutions,	is	another	online	gaming	problem	that	still	merits	consideration	as	
the	industry	continues	to	grow.	Providing	a	satisfactory	online	experience	for	dozens	or	
hundreds	or	thousands	of	players	located	around	the	world	as	they	interact	and	move	
throughout	the	game	will	continue	to	be	an	issue	as	long	as	the	computational	resources	to	
process	those	actions	are	finite,	and	so	methods	to	balance	the	load	incurred	must	improve	
as	the	architecture	improves.	We	have	shown	methods	for	both	centralized	and	distributed	
load	balancing	architectures	that	outperform	existing	methods	in	the	literature	and	
warrant	implementation	in	existing	or	future	games,	and	further	refinement	and	
adaptation	to	improve	their	performance	under	difficult	constraints.	
	 Online	gaming	is	a	fascinating	arena	for	which	we	have	investigated	just	a	few	of	the	
many	problems	that	merit	attention.	We	look	forward	to	continued	research	in	this	area	to	
develop	improved	heuristics	that	deliver	quality	player	experiences	for	years	to	come	as	
the	media	and	underlying	infrastructures	for	these	games	adapt	and	improve.	
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